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Understanding retail app reviews 
using natural language AI
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At Viable we set out to analyze App Store and Google Store reviews for 10 top 
retail apps covering August 2020 to November 2021 to understand what users 
were saying. We used our artificial intelligence engine to analyze, categorize, and 
summarize the reviews by both theme and type of feedback (complaint, 
compliment, or request).

The 10 retail apps we looked at were for Amazon, Best Buy, Chewy, Costco, Etsy, 
Overstock, Target, Sam’s Club, Walmart, and Wayfair.

Our analysis found that users of retail shopping apps expected the apps to work 
smoothly during their mobile shopping experience. When the apps failed to do 
so, users expressed their frustrations via their reviews. When retail apps worked 
as expected, users were effusive in their compliments.

The examination covered 52,690 open-ended reviews—in other words the 
comments, not the star ratings. We applied our proprietary AI engine to:
1. Ingest and structure thousands of reviews
2. Conduct a deep analysis of the qualitative data
3. Group reviews about the same issue into themes
4. Categorize each grouping by type (complaint, compliment, request)

We summarized each theme in language that reflected how reviewers 
expressed themselves. We applied our advanced natural language processing 
capabilities to generate a one or two-sentence summary of each grouping, a 
first-of-its-kind capability, for fully contextualized insights.



Methodology

We started with 10,500 open-ended text reviews per app. In some cases (e.g. 
the Walmart app) that number covered less than a month’s worth of reviews. In 
others (e.g. the Costco app) that number covered reviews dating back to 2014. 
To ensure a recent dataset for the analysis, we narrowed the scope to reviews 
from August 2020 and later.

By applying various noise filters, we removed reviews that add no value to the 
analysis. We define noise as comments of low signal that aren’t actionable. For 
example, common standalone filler phrases such as “thank you” are considered 
noise. Spam, extreme obscenity, and low character count were also filtered out. 

After applying the date range and noise filters we ended up with total reviews 
per app ranging from 1,414 to 8,357.
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Terminology we use

Feedback/Reviews: open-ended text in the form of comments, responses, or 
reviews from users or customers. In this case, feedback constitutes the 
open-ended comments in app reviews. For simplicity, we’ll refer to these as 
reviews in this report.

Complaints: what we call negative feedback. 

Compliments: what we call positive feedback.

Requests: feedback where a user is making a request (for example, to add a 
feature, fix a problem with the product, or otherwise make changes). 



Key findings: retail app users want 
the app to just work

When looking at reviews overall, retailers with physical stores (Walmart, Target, 
Best Buy, and Costco) had more total complaints than compliments in the 
analyzed reviews. The notable exception was Sam’s Club. 

In contrast, compliments made up 80% or more of total reviews for three pure 
play ecommerce brands—Chewy, Etsy, Overstock, and Wayfair. 
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The most commonly mentioned theme was app 
performance and functionality 

Whether users were praising the usefulness of the apps or complaining about 
their poor performance, functionality was the top issue mentioned overall. 

While this finding wasn’t surprising, we found more nuanced insights by 
feedback type: complaint vs. compliment vs. request. For example, app 
functionality was the top complaint across all 10 apps we examined. The same 
issue was also the top compliment for six apps, while overall brand satisfaction 
was the top compliment for the remaining four apps.

The second most common complaints and compliments were about delivery, 
customer service, notifications, gift cards, or service quality.

Our analysis also quantified the size of each issue, including less obvious 
complaints, compliments, and requests. For companies looking to find signal in 
reviews, this type of analysis can prove invaluable.



The Costco app had the most complaints as a percent of all reviews at 74.2%. 

Chewy, Etsy, Sam’s Club, and Overstock had the fewest number of complaints, all 
below 20% of total reviews. The majority of reviews for these apps were 
compliments. Chewy’s compliments made up 92.5% of all reviews, the only app 
above 90%. 
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Pure play ecommerce brands—and 
Sam’s Club—had the fewest 
complaints

More than 50% of all reviews for each these apps were compliments

Target, Wayfair, Overstock, 
Chewy, Etsy, Sam’s Club

Compliments as a percent of all reviews for Chewy

92.5%



We found that the most common type of comment provided in reviews was 
about the user experience with the app’s functionality. While there were more 
app functionality compliments than complaints overall (4,431 vs. 2,655), three 
retailers had more complaints than compliments in their reviews about app 
functionality: Best Buy, Amazon, and Costco. 

In fact, the top complaint among all ten retailers was about app functionality. 
Even the apps with low numbers of total complaints had app functionality as the 
most frequent complaint. A summary from our AI is below, followed by a sample 
review used in writing the summary:
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The top complaint in app reviews 
was about the apps being buggy, 
slow, or prone to crashing

Viable summary

Sample review



Although Best Buy was the only 
retailer whose app functionality 
complaints were more than 10% 
of all reviews (at 13.4%), another 
app had complaints about app 
functionality that were 4.5x as high 
as compliments about app 
functionality (9.6% vs. 2.1% of all 
reviews). 

Best Buy app functionality 
compliments, on the other hand, 
were nearly as frequent as 
complaints, at 11.8% of all reviews. 
In other words, there was both a 
lot of frustration with the Best Buy 
app and a lot of love for it among 
users.

Complaints about app functionality 
commonly cited how buggy, slow, 
and clunky the apps were. App 
updates were often a source of 
frustration in this complaint 
theme, with customers citing a 
confusing layout or features that 
had been removed.
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The new app is a 
mess, users say. 
They hate the new 
format, find it 
clunky, confusing, 
and frustrating. 
They can't open it 
on their phones, 
and when they do, 
it crashes. They're 
also unhappy that 
the barcode 
scanner doesn't 
work.

Here’s an app functionality 
complaint summary written by our 
AI for one of the apps that pulled 
from 354 reviews:



The second most common group 
of complaints were about 

delivery, account management, 
app notifications, gift cards, 

shipping costs, and quality of 
service
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The second most common 
complaints made up less than 
2% of all reviews, regardless of 
the app. Even though these 
were far fewer than the top 
complaints, there were still 
enough of them for our AI to 
group together for analysis. 

For instance, there were 96 
complaints about delivery for 
one of the apps, making up 1.4% 
of all reviews and 2.7% of all 
complaints. In another instance, 
28 complaints were about 
notifications, making up 1.3% of 
total reviews and 3.3% of all 
complaints. Our AI summarized 
those 28 complaints about 
notifications as follows:

Users are frustrated by push 
notifications that keep coming 
despite having been turned off. 
They're also annoyed by constant 
ads, spam, and the app's inability 
to respect their notification 
settings.
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Users are 
frustrated by push 
notifications that 

keep coming 
despite having 

been turned off. 
They're also 
annoyed by 

constant ads, 
spam, and the 

app's inability to 
respect their 
notification 

settings.

“

”
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1. Chewy
2. Overstock
3. Etsy
4. Sam’s Club
5. Costco
6. Walmart
7. Wayfair
8. Target
9. Amazon

10. Best Buy 

Ranked by the top complaint 
theme (app functionality & 
performance) as a percent of all 
reviews from lowest to highest, 
Chewy fared the best:

← less than 0.5%

higher than 5%



62.2%
of all app reviews were compliments

Users praised retailers for a great app 
experience, customer service, and more
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Four retailers had compliments that accounted for ~80% of reviews or greater: 
Chewy (92.5%), Etsy (84.3%), Sam’s Club (80.2%), and Overstock (79.9%). All but 
Sam’s Club are pure play ecommerce brands. 

Sam’s Club was the only retailer with physical stores that had compliments 
making up more than 60% of all reviews. Conversely, Amazon, a pure play 
ecommerce player, actually had fewer compliments than complaints.

While app performance and functionality was the most common complaint 
across each of the 10 apps we analyzed, it was the top compliment for only six 
of the retailers in the app reviews. 

The other four retail apps instead had overall satisfaction as their top 
compliment: Wayfair, Etsy, Overstock, and Chewy. Here’s the top compliment 
summary written by our AI for Etsy that pulled from 1,024 reviews: 

Customers are enthusiastic about Etsy. They love the variety of 
unique products, the way it supports independent stores and 
real people, and the quality of the items for sale.
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Most user compliments tended to 
be about the app as well as the 
overall retail brand experience



Four retailers had compliments 
that made up ~80%+ of reviews
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Chewy 92.5%
Etsy 84.3%
Sam’s Club 80.2%
Overstock 79.9%
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The second most common compliments included store experience, customer 
service, and app functionality. Here’s our AI’s summary for the second most 
common compliment for one app, based on 33 reviews:

Customers are impressed with the company's customer service. 
They say that the company is friendly, helpful, and goes out of its 
way to make sure their needs are met. They're especially pleased 
with the way they're treated, and how they're given options for 
unwanted items.

The Target app is mom’s best friend

In Target’s case, the third most frequent compliment was about the Target app 
as “mom’s best friend.” About 0.3% of all reviews were summarized as such by 
our AI, pulling from 24 reviews:

The Target app is a mom's best friend. It makes shopping easy 
and convenient, especially with small children, and is especially 
helpful for single moms.

The second and third most 
common groups of compliments 
were far fewer, each less than 11% 
of all reviews
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Requests were relatively 
infrequent though they were 
often closely related to top 

complaints



Customers are 
asking for a number 
of improvements to 
the app, including 

fixing glitches, bugs, 
and scrolling issues. 
They want the app 
to be easier to use, 
with better search 
filters, and to be 
able to reorder 
items from their 

wishlists.

Requests made up a small 
percentage of total reviews, 
from 1.6% (Chewy) to 8.4% 
(Costco). 

For instance, dark mode was the 
second most common request 
for the Amazon app, totaling 22 
mentions though only 0.3% of 
all reviews and 4.5% of requests.

The most common request 
across apps was for retailers to 
fix app performance and 
functionality issues. Our AI 
summarized it for one app by 
pulling from 38 reviews: 

Customers are asking for a 
number of improvements to the 
app, including fixing glitches, 
bugs, and scrolling issues. They 
want the app to be easier to use, 
with better search filters, and to 
be able to reorder items from 
their wishlists.
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“

”



Retailers can use insights from 
app reviews to understand what 
frustrates or delights customers 
most so they can make more 
informed business decisions

Our analysis of these retail app reviews revealed that users tend to provide 
detailed feedback about the user experience across many dimensions. It’s not 
just about app performance and functionality, but also how usage of the app 
impacts the in-store experience, customer service, quality of products, delivery, 
and more. 

For instance, consider the insight from moms who appreciated the Target app 
(where the Target app was seen as “mom’s best friend”). The feedback, analyzed 
and summarized by our AI engine, provides enough context for any reader to 
understand that it’s not just about how great Target is for moms doing the 
shopping on behalf of their families; it’s that shopping at Target as a mom is a 
convenient and easy experience, especially with young children in tow. 

Businesses can use that kind of insight to validate or explore messaging, 
campaigns, store layout, and more.

There were also examples that point to the friction that still exists for shoppers 
when switching between channels, such as website to mobile, or mobile to 
in-store. 
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In one instance, shoppers struggled to apply discounts and gift cards to their 
accounts in the app. It made it difficult for customers to get the full experience 
they expected from the app. The summary generated by our AI was as follows: 

Giftcard use is a problem. Customers are having trouble using 
them, adding them, redeeming them, and updating their credit 
cards. They're also having trouble with discounts.

This summary was generated from 16 reviews. Out of thousands of reviews, it’s 
the kind of insight that might escape the notice of an analyst or business team 
looking for ways to improve the app. With an AI that can automate analysis of 
large datasets like the one from Viable, finding such an insight is not only 
possible, but also easy and fast.

At Viable we consistently hear from companies across different industries, not 
just retail, that they don’t have a great way to surface insights from sources like 
mobile app reviews. When teams do have a process, it’s often for a specific 
initiative rather than a continuous practice. 

Natural language AI can help synthesize large volumes of qualitative data to 
provide meaningful context on an ongoing basis at relatively low cost. 
Businesses that take advantage of the latest natural language technology will be 
able to better compete by getting insights from their qualitative customer 
feedback in ways not previously possible.
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Viable’s 100% AI-written Feedback 
Analysis Report provides insights 
summarized in natural language 
from real customer feedback
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Curious about how to get 
contextual insights from your own 
qualitative data at scale?

If you’re interested in learning how AI automation can provide 
continuous analysis of app reviews or other qualitative data sources, 
reach out to us. We’re happy to show you how our AI engine surfaces 
insights by complaints, compliments, requests, and other types of 
feedback in a way that’s easy to understand.

Find us at askviable.com. 
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https://askviable.com/

